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Reminder:

Please complete all “student evaluations of instruction.”

There are several such evaluations being sent out from 
different offices of Dordt University.

I hear that some professors are requesting students to inform 
them when the evaluations have been completed.  I prefer 
not to ask that of you.

That said, in a class as small as ours 100% participation from 
all students in all requested evaluations is important.  Even 
one student not participating will seriously reduce the 
significance of the results.  

Please participate in all student evaluations of instruction.

https://pixabay.com/photos/test-testing-bubble-form-test-form-986935/

Best, Worst, 
Worst, best

EGR 304 Slides!

https://do502.com/events/2018/9/11/game-show-night
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In the category                                                              “Worst of the Worst”                            The nominees are. . . 

1/17/2020, #22, Parallel Ports of the Past 2/03/2020 #21, Observations about Temperature 2/14/2020 #10, Speeding up 푑푖/푑푡

2/14/2020, #16, Doorbell 2/26/2020, #7, The Schedule Table 3/23/2020, #20, Serial Interfacing Tech.

4/22/2020, #19, Arrows All Over The Place 4/29/2020, #1, Reminder

In the category                                                              “Best of the Best”                              The nominees are. . . 

1/27/2020, #7, Accuracy ≠ Precision 1/29/2020 #7, Capacitive Coupling 2/05/2020 #8, What, Me Worry?

2/14/2020, #14, V-Scan Encoding 2/19/2020, #5, Diamond Mine2/10/2020, #6, Holding Torque

2/24/2020, #24, Hardware Interrupt 3/23/2020, #20, Serial Interfacing Tech.
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In the category                                                     “Worst of the Worst”                       The first round of voting

1/17/2020, #22, Parallel Ports of the Past

2/03/2020 #21, Observations about Temperature

2/14/2020 #10, Speeding up 푑푖/푑푡

2/14/2020, #16, Doorbell

In the category                                                     “Worst of the Worst”                       The first round of voting
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2/26/2020, #7, The Schedule Table

3/23/2020, #20, Serial Interfacing Tech.

In the category                                                     “Worst of the Worst”                       The first round of voting

4/22/2020, #19, Arrows All Over The Place

4/29/2020, #1, Reminder

In the category                                                     “Worst of the Worst”                       The first round of voting
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In the category        “Worst of the Worst”        The second round of voting

2/14/2020 #10, Speeding up 푑푖/푑푡

2/03/2020 #21, Observations about Temperature

2/26/2020, #7, The Schedule Table

4/22/2020, #19, Arrows All Over The Place

In the category        “Worst of the Worst”        The second round of voting
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In the category                                             “Worst of the Worst”                                  The final round voting

2/26/2020, #7, The Schedule Table

2/14/2020 #10, Speeding up 푑푖/푑푡

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                                 The first round of voting 

1/27/2020, #7, Accuracy ≠ Precision

1/29/2020 #7, Capacitive CouplingBest
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2/05/2020 #8, What, Me Worry?

2/10/2020, #6, Holding Torque

Best

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                                 The first round of voting 

2/14/2020, #14, V-Scan Encoding

2/19/2020, #5, Diamond Mine

Best

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                                 The first round of voting 
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2/24/2020, #24, Hardware Interrupt

3/23/2020, #20, Serial Interfacing Tech.Best

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                                 The first round of voting 

1/27/2020, #7, Accuracy ≠ Precision

2/05/2020 #8, What, Me Worry?

Best

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                        The second round of voting 
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2/19/2020, #5, Diamond Mine

2/24/2020, #24, Hardware Interrupt

Best

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                        The second round of voting 

2/24/2020, #24, Hardware Interrupt

2/05/2020 #8, What, Me Worry?

of the 

Best

Best

In the category                                “Best of the Best”                                The final round of voting 
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The grand prize winners!

of the 

Best

Best
2/24/2020, #24, Hardware Interrupt

2/14/2020 #10, Speeding up 푑푖/푑푡

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vl6jn-DdafM
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James 4:13-17
13 Now listen, you who say, “Today or tomorrow we will go to this or that city, spend a year
there, carry on business and make money.” 14 Why, you do not even know what will happen 
tomorrow. What is your life? You are a mist that appears for a little while and then vanishes. 
15 Instead, you ought to say, “If it is the Lord’s will, we will live and do this or that.” 16 As it is,
you boast in your arrogant schemes. All such boasting is evil. 17 If anyone, then, knows 
the good they ought to do and doesn’t do it, it is sin for them.

James 4:13-17
13 Now listen, you who say, “Today or tomorrow we will go to this or that city, spend a year
there, carry on business and make money.” 14 Why, you do not even know what will happen 
tomorrow. What is your life? You are a mist that appears for a little while and then vanishes. 
15 Instead, you ought to say, “If it is the Lord’s will, we will live and do this or that.” 16 As it is,
you boast in your arrogant schemes. All such boasting is evil. 17 If anyone, then, knows 
the good they ought to do and doesn’t do it, it is sin for them.

We cannot see the Lord’s will on our own.  Jesus is the light of the world. 
Thinking reflectively about, “I did this. . .”  or “I thought this. . .” will not 
bring up the greatest memories for us.  Seeing our humble place in our 
universe is  step toward significance in God’s universe.   
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